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Cree LED ground light Meda | warm white | 5 watt | square | 24 volts
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Short Description

The Cree LED ground light Meda is suitable for illuminating a tree, shrub or object between 5 and 7 metres in height.
This ground light is also suitable for illuminating a facade. The Meda ground light has a consumption of 5 watts and is
part of the 24-volt garden lighting system.

Description

The Cree LED ground light Meda has a nice warm white light colour and a light angle of 30°. The Meda is
environmentally friendly, energy-efficient and uses only 5 watts. The ground light is made of stainless steel and has an
IP value of 67. This means that the Meda is dustproof and resistant to splashing and spraying water. The housing of this
ground light is provided with a notch for the cable. This prevents the cable from being crushed under the ground. The
cable that is attached to the ground light is 1 metre long and is equipped with a 24-volt connector.

The Cree LED ground light Meda belongs to the 24-volt garden lighting system. This allows you to easily connect the
ground lights, also with another 24-volt garden lighting. For the operation of this ground light, you need a 24-volt
transformer. You can choose from the LED transformer 24 volts or the Astro LED transformer 24 volts. The 24-volt LED
transformer ensures that the incoming 230 volts are converted to low voltage (24 volts). The Astro LED transformer 24-
volt also does this, but this transformer can be programmed to 5 different positions and operate the lighting (or have it
operated). You can connect up to 80 Watts of different types of 24-volt garden lighting to both transformers. Do not
forget to order one of the two transformers as they are not supplied as standard.

This ground spotlight can be operated in various ways. Options include:

Astro transformer
Moon remote control
Push dimmer / Remote control Novex
App

To control the spotlights with the Moon, Novex and/or app, you need to purchase the wifi garden LED receiver.
Purchasing this receiver will give you free access to the app, which allows you to control the ground spotlight.

It is possible to connect several 24-volt ground lights. This is possible using the 24-volt cable connectors and the 24-
volt extension leads. These are available on our webshop.

Tip: The cabling of 24-volt lighting can be hidden under a layer of sand and does not have to be placed 60 cm under
the ground.

When ordering the Cree LED Meda ground light, you will receive a 5-year warranty. Would you like more information
about this ground source? Then look at the heading specifications. If you have any other questions, you can always
contact us.
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Additional Information

Article number L2183

EAN code 7435124543561

Brand Hamulight

Suitable for Outside

Light color Warm white (2700K)

Input voltage 24V DC

LED chip Cree

Consumption 5 watt

Dimmable No

Lumen per LED (including lens) 500 lm

Color Rendering Index (CRI) >82

Light angle 23 Degrees

Length 78 mm

Width 78 mm

Height 130 mm

Hole size 70 mm

Cabling per LED 100 cm

Transformer required? Yes

Material Stainless steel

IP value IP67

IK value IK08

Quality mark CE, Rohs

Warranty 5 years

Energy label old A++

Energy label new F
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